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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is twofold: to present a method by which 
asymptotic behavior ffunctions canbe investigated, nd, based on the 
method, to study asymptotic behavior fsolutions f ome nonlinear 
differential equ tions. 
There are many approaches to the study of behavior ffunctions i  the 
vicinity of inlinity (see, for example, [l-3]). Among others in[3] the 
Lyapunov numbers are defined and applied tothe study of linear o dinary 
differential equ tions. Theapproach presented h re bears a little resem- 
blance to that in [33, but actually differs in everal respects. We consider 
functions which assume their values in a Banach space and develop a 
theory of behavior ffunctions at infinity. In particular, asymptotic rela- 
tions between functions a dtheir derivatives or integrals areinvestigated 
with their applications t  differential equ tions i  mind. 
After that we proceed to the study of nth-order ordinary differential 
equations f the form 
? ‘“‘=4(t) Ivl“sgny. 
In case of n = 2, the equations are known as the Emden-Fowler type, and 
have been extensively studied bymany authors ( ee asurvey paper [4]). 
We show that under certain conditions  the function 4 all solutions f 
the above nth-order equations tend to zero as t + cc in some sense. The 
proof relies heavily onthe above method. 
It seems that our method can also be used to deduce asymptotic proper- 
ties of solutions f nonlinear ordinary differential equ tions i  much wider 
classes. 
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2. THE BEHAVIOR OF FUNCTIONS AT INFINITY 
In this section we give some definitions and properties which are valid n
general for functions whose values are in a Banach space X. Other proper- 
ties valid only for eal-valued f nctions arecollected in the next section. Let
f( .): [a, co) -+ X be a continuous f nction on a half line. We are interested 
in the growth of the norm [lf(t)ll of f(r) as t -+ co. To describe it, we 
introduce thfollowing definitions. 
DEFINITION 1. For functions f such that 
liminf!!$.!!!=m for all real numbers p, 
I-Pa. 
put M(f) = + co. The set of such functions is denoted byZ, 
DEFINITION 2. For functions f such that 
limsup q=o for all real numbers p, 
I-m 
put M(f) = --co. The set of such functions is denoted by2,. 
DEFINITION 3. The set of functions which satisfy neither ofthe condi- 
tions in Definitions 1 and 2 is denoted by-ES. Two values are associated 
with each function f of Z;,: 
(i) If there exists a finite number p for which both relations 
limsup$$=O and limsupF=dC: 
t-cc t-m 
hold for all E>O, put M+(f)=p; otherwise (i.e., if lim SUP~+~ Ilf(t)[l/P 
= cc for all p) put M+(f) = +co. 
(ii) If there exists a finite number p for which both relations 
lim inf F=O and 
I-m 
lim inf$!= a 
,-CC 
hold for all E> 0, put MP (f) =p; otherwise (i.e., if lim inf, _ Q) jIf(t)ll/P = 0 
for all p) put M-(f) = -co. 
DEFINITION 4. If a function f of C, satisfies M+(j) = M-(f), this 
common value is denoted byM(f). 
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It is clear that he value M(f) off in C, is always a finite number. 
It is worthwhile giving examples ven when functions arereal-valued. 
EXAMPLES. (i) e’ E C,, (ii) te-’ EC?, (iii) t - e’ cos* tE C, with 
M’(t-e’cos’t)= +co and M-(t -ee’cos2 t)= 1, (iv) -l/J?+ l/t’~C, 
with M( - l/J + l/t*) = -:. 
Concerning the sum of two functions we have the following relations. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be a function in C, with M(f) = p. For another 
function g,
(i) M(f+g)= +ix, when gEC,; 
(ii) M(f+g)=p when gEC2; 
(iii) M’(f+g)dmax{p,M+(g)} when gEC3, and the equalit\ 
occurs when p # M + (g); 
(iv) M-(f+g)<max{p, M-(g)} when gEZ3, and the equa& 
occurs when p < M - (g). 
The proofs are immediate from the definitions, s  we omit hem. 
Next we consider an asymptotic relationship between a function and its 
derivative. 
THEOREM 2. Let f be a function fclass C’. 
(i ) If both f and its derivative f’ belong to Z3, and if M+ (f) # 0, then 
M+(f’)BM+(f)-1. 
(ii) If f belongs to C,, then f’ belongs either to C, or to Z, with 
M+(f’)= +CD. 
ProoJ First let M+(f) = p # 0. Assume that, for some E > 0, 
lim sup $$+=O. 
1-rm 
When p > 0, we take Eso small that 0<E < p without loss of generality. 
From (1) it follows that here exists m >0 such that I\ f ‘( ?)\I < rntp- ’-’ for 
all sufficiently larget.Integrating bothsides yields 
iIf(f(a)11 = i~~~i’(~)d~~~ 
< s ,: Ilf’(r)ll drcfi tPPE+c. 
if p >O, 
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Ilf( Ill = (1 j t ,_ f’(t) dr 11
d J ,= Ilf’(t)ll dT< -fi tP-‘, if p < 0. 
Here c is a constant, andin the latter we make use of the fact that if p< 0 
then M+(f) = p implies lim,, o. f(t) =0. These relations show that 
M+(f) <p, which is a contradiction w thM+(f) =p. Therefore, w  
conclude that 
limsup !If’oli=;o 
,-a0 tp- 
for all E > 0. 
This means that M+(f’)>p- 1 = M+(f)- 1. In case of M+(f) = +oo, 
relation (2)is valid for all p. Consequently we have M+(f’) = +oc, in this 
case. This completes the proof of (i). Bythe same way we can show that, 
for afunction f in L,, 
Ilf’(t)ll limsupT=az I-0: 
holds for allp. Hence, M(f’)= +co iff’o,Z’,, or M+(f’)= +co iff’EZj. 
This completes the proof of (ii). 
Remark 1. Also, even if M+(f) = 0, we may obtain M+ (f’) 2 
M+(f) - 1 under the condition lim, _ m f(t) = 0, which follows from the 
proof of Theorem 2. However, wecannot expect this relation n general for 
the functions with M+(j) = 0. This is illustrated by the following example; 
take f(t) = 1+ l/t, then M+(f’) = -2 and M+(f) = 0. 
Remark 2. The situation of Theorem 2(ii) can be easily seen by the 
following examples: for f(t)=e’EZ1, f’(t)=f(t)EC,; and for f(t)= 
exp(tf2 sin t)EC1, f’(t)= (1 +2 cos t)f(t)eE, with M+(f’)= +co and 
AI-(f’) = -co. 
3. THE CASE OF REAL-VALUED FUNCTIONS 
In this ection all functions areassumed to be real-valued functions 
defined ona half line [a, co). In contrast to Theorem 2 we obtain the 
following theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. Let f be a function f class C ‘. 
(i) If both f and its derivative f' belong to C,, then Mm(f”) < 
M-(f) - 1. 
(ii) If f belongs to C, , then f' belongs either to .E2 or to Z, with 
lw(j-‘)= --co. 
(iii) Zf ' belongs to C, , then f also belongs to Z, . 
Proof First let M-(f) = p. Then, by definition, 
liminf+$=cc 
, * ,x 
and liminf-$$=O 
, - -I 
hold for any F > 0. Assume that, for some E > 0, 
lim inf *= cc. 
1-m 
It is obvious that when p ~0 we can assume that E is taken to be 
0 <E -C -p without loss of generality. Thenthere is m > 0 satisfying 
If’(t)1 >mtP-‘+’ for all sufficiently larget. If f’(t) is positive, w  get 
f’(t)>mFI+‘. Integrating bothsides yields 
fW>--$ tP+&+c, if p 20, 
and 
s ,L f’(r)dr= -f(t)>m lx TP-~+&& r 
m 
= _- tP+” 
p+E ’ 
if p < 0. 
Here c is a constant, andin the latter weuse the fact hat when p < 0, 
M-(f) = p implies the existence of an increasing sequence {t,,} such that 
t, -+ CC and f(t,) -+ 0 as n -+ 00. Both relations mean that M-(f) > p, 
which is a contradiction with MP (f) =p. Similarly, if ‘( t) is negative, w  
get -f’(t) >mtpel+’ for all sufficiently larget. Integrating both sides 
yields 
-f(t)+ tP+&+c, if p2 0, 
and 
f(t)> -5 tP+&, if p<O 
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by the same argument as above, which is also a contradiction w th
MP (f) =p. Therefore, we conclude that 
lim inf If’(t)l = 0
r-m p--I+& 
for all E > 0. 
Hence we have MP(f’) <p - 1 = M-(f) - 1. If M-(f) = --co, relation 
(3) is valid for all p, which implies that 
liminfq=O for allp. 
*--rm (4) 
This means that M-(f’)= -co. Thus (i) is proved. The proof of (ii) is 
similar. Since relation (4)is valid also for functions f X,, we conclude that 
M-(f’)= -co iff’EZj, and M(f’)= -co iff’ECz. Next we prove (iii). 
Given any p > 0 and any m > 0, M(f’) = +co implies the existence of 
b ( > a) such that 2 b yields If’(t)1 /tp-’ > m. Then 
1 
lim inf - If(r)-f(a)1 =lim inf -
I-‘X tp /-CC tP )wdr /I I 
-Wp&f’i, / 
1 ‘f’(t), 
t (I tp-’ 
= lim inf 1,-cc t 
Since m > 0 is arbitrary, we conclude that 
lim inf If(t)-f(a)1 = co, 
r-m 
where p> 0 is also arbitrary. Hence we obtain f E 2,. This completes the 
proof. 
As an example of functions i  C2 with their derivatives n Z,, we can 
take f(t) =.c’ sin{exp(t’)). This function satisfies M-(f’) = -co and 
M+(f’)= +co. Therefore, there are in fact wo possibilities in Th orem 
3(ii). 
We conclude this section by listing al ebraic properties of the asymptotic 
behavior ffunctions. 
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THEOREM 4. Let .f he a function i C, with M(f) =p. For another 
function g, 
(i) ifgEL, (or Cz), then fgEC, (or Cl), 
(ii) if gQ3, then fgEC3 and M+(fg)=p+M+(g), M-(fg)= 
p+M-(g). 
It can be proved irectly from Definitions of Section 2.Also, the 
following theorem is proved similarly. Let us denote by IfI”, for E. >0, 
the function (If\‘)(t) = If(t) 
THEOREM 5. Let A he a positive number. 
(i) [ff~.Z, (or Z,), then (~(‘EC, (or ZZ). 
(ii) rf,feZ,, then (~(‘EC, and M+((f(“)=IM+(f). Mm (If\‘)= 
a4 (f,. 
Let us denote by l/f the function (l/f)(t) = l/f(t). 
THEOREM 6. Let a function f ot vanish ona half line [a, co ). 
(i) Jf ECI, then l/fcC,. 
(ii) Zf ez,, then l/feC,. 
(iii) If‘ fEC,, then l/feC, and M+(l/f)= -AC(f), Mm(l/.f)= 
-A!f+ (f). 
ProoJ We only show that M+(l/f)= --M-(f) when M-(f)=p is 
finite. By definition, for any E > 0, we have 
liminf!$=O and liminf$$=uj. 
I - zc f - x 
By reversing thenumerator and denominator in each relation, it follows 
that 
1 
limsup-&--=cc 
1 
, -+ T t p c If(t)I 
and lim sup -$-- - 
1-x t JJfr. If(t)1 =O.
Both relations mean that M+( l/f) = -p = -MP (f ). Similarly, we have 
AC (l/f) = -M+ (f ). Hence l/f belongs toC,. The other cases are proved 
in a similar manner. 
4. APPLICATION TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We consider the nth-order ordinary differential equ tion 
? In) = $( 1) 1~1 A sgn y, (5) 
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where nis a positive nteger and 1> 1 is a real number. We assume that 
4 is a continuous f nction defined ona some half line [a, co), and that all 
the solutions areextended onthis interval. 
When n = 2, the main interest forhis equation has been in oscillation or 
nonoscillation cr teria. A solution s said to be oscillatory if it has infinitely 
many zeros, otherwise t is said to be nonoscillatory. 
We first how that, roughly speaking, o solutions f (5) grow exponen- 
tially. 
THEOREM 7. Let M(b) be a finite number (4 E Z:,). Then any function y 
in Z, cannot be a solution f(5). 
Prooj Since M(d) is a finite number, the function 4 does not change 
signs infinitely man times, for otherwise t has infinitely man zeros and 
we get M-(4) = -03, acontradiction. Assume that yin Z, is a solution of 
(5). Without loss of generality we can suppose that 4, y, y’, .. y(“) > 0, for 
the following ar ument isconcerned with the absolute values ofthese func- 
tions. From the assumption y E ,Z’r, it follows that he right-hand si e of (5) 
becomes a function of C, by Theorems 4 and 5. Hence we have y(“) E Z, , 
from which it follows that 
M( y’) = M( y”) = . . . = M( y’“‘) = +a, 
by applying Theorem 3(iii) several times. Let us take vso that 1< v < 1. 
For some a, >O, put y’/yl+“= -l/cr,( l/y”‘)’ =J:By integrating bothsides 
from a to t, we have l/{ y(t)]“‘= c-al 1: f(z) dz, where cis a constant. 
Since M(y) = +cc implies lim, _ o. y(t) = co, the integral f,” f(r) dz is 
finite, which means that for each p, >O there exists a ubset J,of [a, 00) 
whose Lebesgue m asure is finite and only on which y’/y’ +?I 28, holds. 
Repeating this argument, for any pair of positive numbers (a,, /?,) 
(2 < i < n), there exists a ubset Jiof [a, cc) whose Lebesgue m asure is 
finite and only on which y”‘/( y”- “1 ‘+‘I 2 /?, holds. Making appropriate 
choices ofct,, . .a,, > 0 and ,u,, . .pnP1 > 1, y’“‘/y” canbe expressed in the 
form 
For these numbers 1-1,) . . pLn- 1, put 
Then we have 
y(n) 
,</3 on [a, az)\(J, uJ,u ... uJ,). 
Y 
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Note that he Lebesgue m asure of J= J, u J2 u . . u J, is finite. Now
rewrite Eq. (5) as 
From the hypothesis andthe inequality A> v, we have M(yj ~ “) = +a 
and hence M(dy” ~“) =M( ~‘~‘/y”) = +cc (see Theorems 4 and 5). This 
contradicts the above result which says that y’“‘/y’< /I on [a, cc )\J. 
Therefore y in C, cannot be a solution of (5). This completes heproof. 
Due to Theorem 7it follows that all the solutions f (5) must be in C2 
or ZX. We show in the next heorem that such solutions tend to zero as 
t + a in some sense. 
THEOREM 8. Let q4 be a continuous function defined on[a, cc) and let 
6 E C, with M(d) > -n. Then any solution of (5) is either 
(i ) oscillatory, or 
(ii) y”‘( 1) --) 0 monotonically s t -+m, for i = 0, 1, . . n - 1. 
Proof. By the preceding theorem itfollows that any solution of (5) does 
not belong to C, . In what follows suppose that asolution y of (5) is not 
oscillatory. Fi stweassume that yE C,. By Theorem 3(ii), y’ satisfies e ther 
y’ E C, or y’ E 2, with MP (y’) = -cc. Repeating this argument and using 
Theorem 3(i), for each i = 1, 2, . . n, we have either y’l’~ C,or y”)~ Zj 
with MP (y”‘) = -co. This means that here exists anincreasing sequence 
(t,} such that , -+ co and lim, _il, y’“( t,) =0. It follows from this fact that 
if y”’ does not tend to zero, for some i = 0, 1, . . n - 1, then y”+ ‘) must 
oscillate and so does y”‘). Hence y itself oscillates by the form (5), which 
is a contradiction. Therefore y”‘(t) + 0as t -+ 00, for each i= 0, 1, . . n - 1. 
Next assume that yE C,. By Theorem 3, y’ 4 C, , so either y’E Zz or y’ E Xc, 
with Mm(y’)<M-(y)- 1. ApplyingTheorem again, when ~‘E.Z’~ we get 
either y”E C, or y” E C, with M- (y”) = --co, and when y’ E Z, we get 
either v”EZ~ or yf’~C3 with MP(y”)<M-(y’)- 1<M-(y)-2. Con- 
tinuing this process upto each y”‘, we arrive atthe following situations: 
(a) either y”)c ZZ or y”)~21~ with M-(y”‘)= -co, for each 
i = 1, . . n; 
(b) ~“)EC~ with M-(y”‘)<M-(y)-i, for all i=l,...,n. 
Note that he solutions u der consideration are not oscillatory. S , using 
the preceding ar ument, when case (a) happens, uch asolution y is of the 
type y”‘(t) -+0as t + co, i= 1, .  . n - 1. Since 4EC, with M(d) finite and 
)‘EC3, it follows from Theorems 4 and 5 that 4 I yl* sgn y E C, and 
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M- (4 1 y( ’ sgn y) = M(b) + AM-(y), and hence that ytn) E Z3. Equation 
(5) implies the quality 
M-(c+~ Iy(‘sgn y)= M(4) + M-(y) = M-( y’“)). (6) 
Therefore, if MP(y’“‘)= -co, then M-(y)= -co, from which it follows 
that lim, _ ,x1 y(t) = 0, for yis not an oscillatory solution. We conclude that 
when (a) happens, wehave 
lim y”‘(t) = 0 as t -+ co (i=O, 1, . . n - 1). 
Finally, assume that 
have the inequality 
(b) happens. ByM-(y’“‘) <M-(y) -n and (6) we 
M(d)+AM-(y)<M-(y)-n. 
If M-(y) is a finite number, then it is bounded above, i.e., 
M-(y)< -yy. 
Due to the assumptions M(4) > --n and A: > 1, the right-hand si e is a 
negative number. Applying Theorem 3(i) several times, itresults that 
Mp (y(')) < - Mid2 : ' - i, i = 0, 1, . . n. (7) 
In particular, it follows that 
hi-(y”‘)<o, i = 0, 1, . . n, 
which implies the xistence of a sequence (t,} (for each i) such that , + cc 
and y”)(t,) + 0as n -+ co. Hence, by the preceding ar ument, we conclude 
that 
lim y”‘(t) = 09 i=O,l,..., n-l, r-m 
for yis not an oscillatory s lution. This completes the proof. 
The right-hand si es of (7) show how rapidly the functions y”’tend to 
zero. Toillustrate thisituation, we consider an example. Itis well known 
that he Thomas-Fermi equation y”= t -1’2y3’2 hasapositive solution on 
some interval [a, co). The function t-r/* belongs to.X3 with A4(t-‘12)= 
-i > -2. Hence Theorem 8implies that it satisfies 
Y(t) -+ 0 and Y’(f) + 0 as t-co. 
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More precisely, by (7), if y and J+ belong to C,, then AC(y)< -3 and 
M- ( y’) d -4, which means that, roughly speaking, y and J-” tend to zero 
as rapidly asor more than the functions t P3and t P4, respectively. 
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